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An imagined Africa: stories told by
contemporary textiles
Jessica Hemmings

Places evoke images that can be real, or entirely

of cultural influences and question the possibility of

imagined. Africa may be one of the most extreme

authenticity, chooses to work with wax-resist cloth,

examples of this. Our imagined image of Africa has

the same type of textile discussed in the previous

created an entire continent that never really existed,

chapter’s interview with Vlisco’s creative director

and does not exist today, in the manner constructed

Roger Gerards.

by those beyond its borders. But rather than think of
fiction as the opposite of truth, stories can expose

This chapter considers a number of recent exhibitions

thinking that is entrenched and unexamined, as well

that use textiles to confront the fabricated, fictional

as presenting us with new alternatives. The artists

image of Africa that so many of us carry in our mind’s

and designers discussed in this chapter, Yinka

eye. The works discussed here convey the complexity

Shonibare, Susan Stockwell, Dan Halter, Walter

of cultural influences that textiles carry, and question

Oltmann, Vincent Vulsma, Studio Formafantasma

concepts held dear to the creative arts: authenticity

and Victoria Bell, confront in various ways ideas of

and originality.

an imagined Africa. Shonibare, one of the most wellcited examples of an artist who uses cloth to speak

Jessica Hemmings

Yinka Shonibare MBE,
Scramble for Africa, 2003.
14 life-size fiberglass
mannequins, 14 chairs,
table, Dutch wax printed
cotton. The Pinnell
Collection, Dallas. © Yinka
Shonibare MBE. All Rights
Reserved, DACS 2014.
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Susan Stockwell, Pattern of the World, 2000. Tea stains on dress making patterns with dress making pins. 180 × 120 × 2 cm (70 × 47 × 1 in.)
© Victoria and Albert Museum, London.

The oft-cited example of an artist who plays with
notions of appropriation and authenticity is the
British born, Nigerian artist Yinka Shonibare MBE.1
Shonibare is best known for a practice that actively
engages with the complex journeys of material
trade and production communicated by the one
constant in his art: wax-resist textiles. As Françoise
Vergès observes, ‘African wax belongs to the history
of cultural appropriation, of the unexpected and
unforeseen that is inseparable from the history of
imperialism and postcolonialism.’ (2014) Shonibare
knowingly refers to this complex heritage when
he uses the cloth in his sculptures. The artist’s
interest in cultural authenticity began when he
was questioned as a student about the assumed
connection between his personal identity and
the art that he should aspire to produce.
He explains:
The fabrics are signifiers, if you like,
of ‘Africaness’ insofar as when people
first view the fabric they think Africa.
When I was at college in London my
work was very political. I was making

work about the emergence of perestroika
[restructuring] in the then Soviet Union
and I was also quite intrigued by the
idea of the Cold War coming to an end.
However my tutor, upon seeing this work,
said to me: ‘You are African aren’t you;
why don’t you make authentic African
art?’ I was quite taken aback by this but it
was through the process of thinking about
authenticity that I started to wonder about
what the signifiers of such an ‘authentic’
Africaness would look like. (2008: 39)
As noted in the introduction to the preceding
chapter about Vlisco’s Dutch wax-resist textiles, the
hallmark of Shonibare’s practice – wax-resist cloth
– points to a complex set of cultural references. By
repeatedly dressing his figures in wax-resist cloth
Shonibare suggests that identity is fraught with
layers of complexity.2
Shonibare draws on this complex history of
the ‘inauthentic’ precisely to question the notion of
any culture resulting from a single set of references
or influences. This commentary is epitomized in
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Susan Stockwell, Pattern
of the World (detail),
2000. Tea stains on
dress making patterns
with dress making pins.
© Victoria and Albert
Museum, London.
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Scramble for Africa (2003), a sculpture depicting
European colonial powers at the Berlin Conference
of 1884 where agreements to colonize, annex and
occupy much of the continent were negotiated. As
the author and playwright Wole Soyinka explains:
One hundred years ago, at the Berlin
Conference, the colonial powers met
to divvy up their interests into states,
lumping various tribes together in some
places, or slicing them apart in others
like some demented tailor who paid no
attention to the fabric, colour or pattern
of the quilt he was patching together.
(1994: 20)
In Scramble for Africa fourteen headless
colonial authorities sit around a table, a map of
Africa spread before them. Heedless of the havoc
they will wreak on the African continent, the
committee creates an essentially arbitrary map
apportioning the continent among them.
British artist Susan Stockwell speaks to a
similar concern for the arbitrary nature of Africa’s
colonial mapping in Pattern of the World (2000), a
Mercator projection made of tea stains on paper
dressmaking patterns.3 Mercator projections were
first introduced in 1569 by the Flemish geographer
and cartographer Gerardus Mercator, and are drawn
so that straight lines meet at right angles on the
meridian points. But in order to achieve this, the
projection must become increasingly distorted as it
moves away from the equator and towards the North
and South Poles. Despite the fact that the Mercator
projection distorts our impression of the world, it is
often this image of the world map that is held in our
mind’s eye – a fiction compared to the reality on the
ground, or sea.
Stockwell’s knowing placement of the
instructions to ‘lengthen or shorten here’ meant
for the hemline of a skirt pattern find new meaning
when placed at the tip of Africa. As the artist
explains, ‘darts and pleats resemble the shipping
lanes [used] in ship maps’ to trade produce,
including the materials used to create the map,
and people around the world. (2013) ‘Lengthen or
shorten here’, a throwaway comment that in reality

determined national boundaries, could have easily
been overheard spoken by Shonibare’s headless men.
Both Shonibare’s Scramble for Africa and Stockwell’s
Pattern of the World critique a vision of Africa
constructed by colonial powers from afar.
But Shonibare is far from being the only artist
to reference the complex network of postcolonial
signifiers that cloth can provide. Zimbabwean
artist Dan Halter’s Space Invader (2008) project
of sculptures, video and photographs was staged
at the Refugee Centre, Customs House in Cape
Town, South Africa, where refugees seeking asylum
queue to renew documentation of their legal status
in South Africa (IOL News 2014), as well as at taxi
ranks in Harare, Zimbabwe and Johannesburg, South
Africa – respective points of entry and departure.
In each location Halter has installed and recorded
large woven synthetic carrier bags similar to those
often owned by migrants to transport their material
possessions. Halter explains that the large woven
plastic bags, referred to as ‘Ghana-must-go-bags’,
appeared in Marc Jacobs’s 2007 collection for Louis
Vuitton, a luxury brand celebrated for their iconic
logo-patterned luggage. Françoise Dupré uses these
very same bags (discussed in chapter seven ‘From
Brixton to Mostar’) as the common material of her
own collaborative-participatory art practice, which
involves co-production with local community groups.
Nii Thompson acknowledges that the original
plaid pattern of the bags may have originated in
China by the third century, but is a history also
claimed by Scottish Falkirk tartan dating to 1707.
Much like the complex history of multiple national
and cultural references found in wax-resist cloth,
plaid cloth, as Thompson explains, has an equally
transnational history:
Our plaid bags are the physical proof of
the way in which the boundaries that
meant nothing in our pre-colonial past
now loom large in Africa. Indeed their
name stems from the 1983 Expulsion
Order giving illegal immigrants 14 days to
leave Nigeria. But more broadly the bags
refer to repeated upheavals in our lands
and sub-Saharan Africa knows upheaval
all too well. (2012)
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Dan Halter, Space Invader, 2008. Lambda print mounted on aluminium of woven plastic bags at the Refugee Centre,
Customs House, Cape Town, South Africa. 25.5 × 37.5 cm (10 × 14 in.). Photograph by Matthew Partridge.
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Dan Halter, Space Invader (Johannesburg taxi
rank), 2009. Lambda print mounted on aluminium
of woven plastic bags at the Wanderers taxi rank,
Johannesburg, South Africa. 83 × 125 cm (32 × 49 in.).
Image made in conjunction with a video showing Space
Invader character making its way into the city.
Photograph by Dan Halter.
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OPPOS ITE Walter Oltmann, Caterpillar Suit I,
2007. Anodized aluminium and brass wire, woven.
118 × 59 × 42 cm (46 × 23 × 16 in.). Collection
of the Seattle Art Museum, USA. Photograph by
John Hodgkiss. Image courtesy of the Goodman
Gallery and the artist.
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Photographed from above, the bags suggest icons
from a video game. Halter’s chosen title adopts a
veneer of science fiction or gaming culture in work
that has a far harder narrative of displacement and
economic inequality to tell:
Although particularly focused on
Zimbabwe, his work draws attention
to a broader discourse around the
postcolonial African state … specifically
… a spate of xenophobic attacks directed
at Zimbabwean refugees living in South
Africa. Through looking at the plight
of refugees his work deals with issues
of forced migration and the root causes
and results of mass movement on the
continent. (Volta 2014)
In the global world we inhabit today,
transnational identities are both sought and forced,
a reality difficult to reconcile with the decorative
gesture of the exotic used by the luxury brand
Louis Vuitton. Notions of the exotic often fuel
misrepresentations of the African continent. Some,
like the Louis Vuitton collection, are recent, but
many are informed by images collected during early
colonial encounters. South African artist Walter
Oltmann weaves with wire to create suits based
on early colonial drawings of the region. Oltmann
explains that his woven hybrids are based on an
interest in:
imagery associated with the first contacts
between Africa and Europe, for example
visual records by European explorers
arriving on African shores, and also
representations of such explorers by
African carvers. Scrutiny and the detail
of documentation of the foreign and
exotic in such depictions was something
that I felt would align well with my
particular techniques of weaving (at
times the weaving would take on features
similar to line drawings, engravings and
carvings). (2012)
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Oltmann’s Caterpillar Suit I (2007) references the
conquistador-like dress of early European colonizers
shrunk and mutated into an insect. While the
original images highlighted a sense of male power
and authority, Oltmann undermines this original
intention by reworking the imagery to suggest
an insect rather than human costume. ‘My works
engage with themes of the re-examination of the
“other”’, he explains, resulting in ‘the inversion
of power and the slow metamorphosis into
a new hybrid identity’. (Oltmann 2012)
Caterpillar Suit I makes strange the scientific
and supposedly rational documentation of a
region new to its colonizers.
The carvings and images Oltmann cites as
references for his contemporary work have fuelled
artists’ and designers’ impressions of Africa for
centuries. In 1935 the Museum of Modern Art in
New York City held the exhibition African Negro
Art, now considered one of the first ‘institutional
attempts to apply a modernist reading to the
so-called primitive objects’. (Vulsma 2013) At the
time, work made by African artists, if exhibited
at all, tended to be categorized as ethnographic
objects. (Winking 2014) In fact, the separation
of art and ethnographic objects can, as Kerstin
Winking observes, also be categorized as ‘the cultural
production of the colonizers and the people of the
colonized territories’ with the former categorized
as art and the latter ethnographic objects. (2014)
Our knowledge of the textiles included in
the 1935 exhibition is today gleaned through the
photographs that American Walker Evans took of
the exhibition now in the Photographic Corpus
of African Negro Art by Walker Evans held at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City.
Of particular interest were a number of Kuba
textiles made from raffia with distinctive geometric
patterns.
WE 455 (I-XIII) (2011) is Dutch artist
Vincent Vulsma’s response to this moment in
curatorial history, his attempt to find ‘ways to
accumulate multiple layers of historical information
into one piece’ and speak to the legacies of
appropriation that surround African art. (2013)
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Vincent Vulsma, WE 455, 2011.
Installation view, Galerie Cinzia
Friedlaender, Berlin (2 December
2011 to 28 January 2012).
Photograph by Nick Ash.
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Vincent Vulsma, WE 455 (IX), 2011. Jacquard
woven fabric, rayon raffia and cotton. 170 ×
170 cm (67 × 67 in.). Photograph by Nick Ash.
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Vincent Vulsma, WE 455 (X), 2011. Jacquard
woven fabric, rayon raffia and cotton. 170 ×
170 cm (67 × 67 in.). Photograph by Nick Ash.
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The title of the work is drawn from the catalogue
number of one image in Evans’s photographic
archive, which became the basis of a series of
thirteen Jacquard weavings. In one version, Vulsma’s
exhibition has also included a Baulé mask from
the Ivory Coast/Guinea region, brought to Europe
by German ethnographer Hans Himmelheber
circa 1933, and included in the 1935 exhibition,
nineteenth-century Mangbetu stools and examples
of Ray Eames’s walnut stools in an ‘African style’.
Together the objects old and new tell of a legacy of
curiosity and appropriation.
As Kerstin Winking, co-initiator of Stedelijk
Museum Bureau Amsterdam’s Project ‘1975’ and
organizer of Vulsma’s exhibition A Sign of Autumn,4
which included the textiles, mask and stools explains:
One of the many questions triggered by
Vulsma’s installation at Stedelijk Museum
Bureau Amsterdam is whether the repositing [and repositioning] of African art
objects (which were presumably produced
in the early twentieth century) from the
colonial museum into the contemporary
art institution is a way of finally breaking
with colonial methods of classification. At
the same time, the installation considers
whether the repositioning of these objects
might accentuate artists’ and the art
institutions’ involvement in contemporary
forms of colonization. (2014)
Vulsma studied Evans’s original photographic prints,
but the digital files he was able to work from in his
studio were low-resolution versions of the originals.
The visible pixelation in these reproductions led
Vulsma to computerized Jacquard weaving, a system
of weaving first operated by punch cards when
invented by Joseph Jacquard in 1801, and considered
to be the forerunner of modern computing.5
He explains that the creation of contemporary
weavings suited his concept to ‘materialise research’
in direct response to the photographs of the Kuba
textiles. Using a ‘low tech but systematic’ working
process he cropped, rotated and enlarged sections
of a single digitized image. (Vulsma 2013) Each
section was rotated because, as Vulsma explains of
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his source image, ‘Kuba panels are already arbitrary
to put on the wall. They don’t have a specific
orientation’. (2013)
Vulsma’s ‘abstraction of the original’ uses
the distinctive geometry of the Kuba textiles, woven
this time on a white cotton warp with a black weft
of artificial raffia made of viscose rayon. (2013)
The more pixelated the portion of the image he
referenced, the coarser the weave used in the
contemporary version. The colour palette of black
and white refers back to Evans’s black and white
photography of the 1935 exhibition and results
in a textile from a digital image of a photograph
of a textile. Wary of misunderstandings and the
accusation of stylistic appropriation, Vulsma explains
that his process uses ‘appropriation only in so far as
they [Kuba textiles] have a history of appropriation
in the context of Modernist art’. (2013) Much like
Shonibare, Vulsma exposes the impossibility of a
single ‘original’ source. As Joshua Simon observes,
‘he displaces these objects from where they were
displaced to’. (2014)
WE 455 (I-XIII) brings into focus the
role museums and exhibitions have played in
constructing Africa’s identity from afar. Weltkulturen
Museum director Clémentine Deliss writes of the
challenge now facing a post-ethnographic museum,
heir to a collection of objects often acquired and
catalogued in ways we would wish to revise:
To remediate implies to remedy
something, for example, the ambivalent
resonance of the colonial past. To
satisfy this end, something like a postethnographic museum needs to be
developed, for we can no longer be
content to instrumentalise earlier
examples of material culture for the
purpose of depicting the ethnos, tribe,
or an existing range of grand
anthropological themes. Our earlier
assumed epistemological authority does
not extend comfortably to the postcolonial
situation. We can respect and critically
integrate earlier narratives and hypotheses
written by anthropologists and experts
from the field, just as we need to take on
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Trading Style, 2012. Exhibition view
of global style collage, Welkulturen
Museum, Frankfurt, Germany
(8 November 2012 to 31 August
2013). Exhibition design Mathis
Esterhazy, Bausprache, Vienna.
Photograph by Wolfgang Günzel.
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Trading Style, PERKS
AND MINI: Tempo
Top, Goude Trouser,
Deep Echo Long
Sleeve Top, Vibrations
Leggings, Rousseau
Sandals. Cotton
jersey, linen, lycra
jersey, leather, wood,
plastic. Deep Forrest
Remix A/W 2012.
Photograph by Max
Doyle.
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Trading Style, Buki
Akib. Kuti Trouser.
FELA A/W 2011.
Photograph by Milly
Kellner.
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the existing testimonials that originate
from the producers and users of these
artefacts. But we also need to expand
the context of this knowledge by once
again taking these extraordinary objects
as the starting point and stimulus for
contemporary innovation, aesthetic
practice, linguistic translation, and even
future product design. (2011)
In the 2012–2013 exhibition Trading Style,6 Deliss
tests her curatorial strategy for this legacy – mixing
old and new, jumbling geographies, chronology,
materials and customs. Contemporary fashion,
she explains in the context of the Trading Style
exhibition, is ‘smuggled into the sequence, breaking
down the hierarchy that may seem to exist between
cultures, periods and fashions’. (2013: 11)

The exhibition included a wall of twinned
photographs of fashion old and new showing
similarities in adornment and dress that reach
across time and culture. Contemporary designers
were also invited to work and live with the
museum’s archive, generating contemporary
responses to archival materials they selected.
Rather than revealing difference, Trading
Style exposes the desire for adornment that
humans have long held dear. The cover image
of the exhibition catalogue says more than
thousands of words of ‘theory’ could capture:
somewhere in Uganda, a topless white woman
stands beside a dressed black man. For once
it is white skin that is treated as object and
curiosity, while the black male gaze knowingly
confronts the camera lens: a reversal of colonial
expectations of race and gender.

Cover image of Trading
Style catalogue, Weltkulturen
Museum, Frankfurt.
Original photograph by
Gert Chesi, 1967.
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Studio Formafantasma,
Colony, 2011. Exhibition
view of Studio
Formafantasma: The
Stranger Within at the
MAK Geymullerschlossel,
Vienna, Austria (14 August
to 1 December 2013).
Colony blanket series on
loan from Gallery Libby
Sellers, London and the
TextielMuseum, Tilburg.
Photo © MAK Austrian
Museum for Applied Arts/
Contemporary Arts and
Katrin Wißkircken.
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Studio Formafantasma, Moulding Tradition, 2009. Exhibition view of Studio Formafantasma: The Stranger Within at the MAK
Geymullerschlossel, Vienna, Austria. Moulding Tradition object series on loan from Gallery Libby Sellers, London and
Studioformafantasma. Photo © MAK Austrian Museum for Applied Arts/Contemporary Arts and Katrin Wißkircken.
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Another recent exhibition, this time by
the young Italian design duo Simone Farresin
and Andrea Trimarchi, who work as Studio
Formafantasma, also rearrange the hierarchies
of place and material. The Stranger Within (2013)
confronts what is today so often considered to be
politically incorrect: an interest in the exotic. Here
Studio Formafantasma installed seven interventions
in the MAK museum’s Geymüllerschlössel branch,
a building on the outskirts of Vienna, Austria
that began life as Viennese merchant and banker
Johann Jakob Geymüller’s summer home for
entertaining. Amongst furniture circa the home’s
beginnings which are thought to date to 1808,
Studio Formafantasma inserted The Stranger Within,
explaining, ‘Society’s ambivalent stances toward
the “foreign” or “strange” fuel the exhibition’s
paradoxical theme of yearning for distant places
and Biedermeier-era coziness or homeliness that
one can experience at the Geymüllerschlössel.’
(Formafantasma 2013a) Acknowledgement that the
exotic continues to fascinate us is something not
many are comfortable admitting. More usually we
see the exotic banished out of concern for racist
undertones or the objectification of women. Here the
curiosity of the past is confronted.
Included in the exhibition is Formafantasma’s
Colony (2011) series, bed blankets woven (like
Vulsma’s WE 455) at the Textiel Museum in Tilburg
and displayed here on a single bed in the master
bedroom. Each blanket in the series contains urban
and architectural plans from an African city –
Tripoli, Asmara, Addis Ababa – that experienced a
version of Italian colonization. (Ethiopia, admittedly,
was never officially colonized by anyone.) Studio
Formfantasma explain of the imagery woven into the
bed blankets:
[Colony] represents three different versions
of the colonial encounter. Addis Ababa
never really became a colony. Tripoli is
an example of an ongoing relationship
between Libya and Italy, now and
when Gaddafi was there. And Asmara
is the most curious of the cases …
It is absolutely Italian. There are lots

of fantastic buildings; the greatest
example of futurist architecture is
there. (2013b)
In the MAK, the blankets are twinned with an
existing image of a turbaned woman and, nearby, a
contemporary photograph taken in southern Italy
of a refugee, presumably from Africa. The mohair
blankets refer to the beds on which they belong,
sites of intimacy, refuge and rest, but details in the
designs take these references a step further. ‘We
started to use the language of the blanket and textile
for our purpose so there are labels on the blankets.
The labels refer not to the objects’ materiality, but
to the key references we used.’ (2013b) Instead
of washing instructions the blanket labels offer
instructions for interpretation such as key dates and
the currency used.
All three mohair blankets follow the same
system of composition: the Italian city plan, plans
for a key building such as a town hall and, in the
final layer, references to the complex contemporary
relationship between Europe and North Africa. The
blanket dedicated to Eritrea includes blueprints of
the futurist building Fiat Tagliero built in 1938 in
Asmara. The Libyan blanket references a poster
from the fifth triennial in Milan that includes
text on how to build colonial architecture. As
Studio Formafantasma explain, ‘Le Corbusier was
participating in this. We find it fascinating that with
the growth of the International Style, instead their
response was local.’ (2013b)
The last layer of the African map carries
contemporary content, such as ‘the recent concordat
between Italy and Libya to stop illegal immigration
from Africa to Europe.’ (Formafantasma 2014) One
exception is the blanket dedicated to Addis Ababa
that includes text describing the city written by a
journalist visiting at the beginning of nineteenth
century. Describing the blankets as ‘three gigantic
postcards’ suggests that the care labels can also
be read as stamps. (2013b) As missives from an
imagined colonial project, each blanket refers to an
Italian image of Africa that did not come to pass.
The centrepiece of the exhibition is The
Stranger Within, Nodus Rug (2013).
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T H I S PAGE AND
O P P O SIT E Studio

Formafantasma, Colony
(details), 2011. Mohair
wool, cotton, ceramic tiles.
Blanket’s full size 220 ×
110 cm (86 × 43 in.).
Photograph by Studio
Formafantasma. Courtesy
of Gallery Libby Sellers.
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OPPO SI TE Studio Formafantasma, Colony:
Asmara, 2011. Mohair wool, cotton, ceramic
tiles. 220 × 110 cm (86 × 43 in.). Photograph by
Luisa Zanzani. Courtesy Gallery Libby Sellers.

Studio Formafantasma, Nodus Rug, 2013. Wool, hand-knotted. Exhibition view of
Studio Formafantasma: The Stranger Within at the MAK Geymullerschlossel, Vienna, Austria.
Rug loan from Nodus Milan Rug. Photo © MAK Austrian Museum for Applied Arts/
Contemporary Arts and Katrin Wißkircken.

ABOVE

The rug’s imagery is a totem-like mask (painters of
the past and their sojourns to tropical idylls spring to
mind) matching the palette of the landscape painted
on the room’s walls and reflecting the window design
found throughout the house. The rug is unnervingly
anachronistic as an object of contemporary design,
but perhaps it is not anachronistic in its immediate
setting. In contrast to the other interventions
included in the exhibition that suggest more
functional roles, Nodus Rug hangs suspended,
‘placed before the fictitious, Oriental landscape
… of the kind that was fashionable when this villa
was put up, reminiscent of an oversized mask – a
mythical metaphor of the “foreign” derived from the
texture and coloration of the surrounding rooms’.
(Formafantasma 2013a)

Vincent Vulsma and Studio Formafantasma’s
contemporary creation of what Vulsma has referred
to as the ‘materialisation of research’ draw into
question imagined versions of Africa from the past.
In contrast, New Zealand-based artist Victoria Bell’s
Resisting Africa (2011) mocks clichés of what the
artist admits she had been brought up to expect
of Africa from more recent popular European and
North American cinema and literature. Taking issue
with the image of Africa inherited from films such as
The Sheltering Sky (Bernardo Bertolucci, 1990) and
Out of Africa (Sydney Pollack, 1985), Bell creates a
world where, in her words, ‘the drawing room and
safari collide’. (2012: 5)
Bell brings ironic stereotypes of the African
safari indoors: flamingo chandeliers, baboon-bottom
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Victoria Bell, Resisting Africa, 2011. Exhibition view Temple Gallery, Dunedin, New Zealand (12 August to 2 September 2011). Mixed media.
Photograph by Craig Mcnab. Courtesy of the artist.

dining room chairs, a printed animal skin carpet,
and a chaise longue impossible to occupy because of
the presence of a languishing mythical black velvet
lioness. The artist explains that her ‘collection of
animal/furniture sculptures … refers especially to
the deployment of British campaign furniture, which
can be seen as symbolic of Western culture, to the
site of Africa and the consequential redeployment of
animal “trophies” to the drawing rooms of Britain’.
(2012: 5) The temporary comforts of military tent
furnishings – quite literally a colonial home away
from home – are contrasted with the desire to
decorate the fixed ‘real’ home with hunting trophies
of the exotic. Bell explains:
One of my intentions for the work was to
explore a re-ordering of power hierarchies,
and I’ve been interested in feminist
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perspectives on how I might achieve that.
One of the things that postcolonialism
provides, I think, is a reflection on our
colonial activity – and desire is an important
aspect of that. Desire to posses, to take. The
thing about considering desire is that one
must also think about pleasure. (2012: 23)
Bell’s use of the textile and its connection to
our sense of touch establishes a tension in her work.
While her choice of materials invites the viewer to
enjoy the surfaces optically and tactilely, the content
they allude to – hunted wild animals – reminds us
that a high price is paid for our desire of the exotic.
Imagining Africa has distorted our
understanding of the complex and diverse cultures
that populate the vast continent. On the one hand,
images of famine and war are reported by the
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Victoria Bell, Heart of Darkness, 2011. Exhibition view Temple Gallery, Dunedin, New Zealand. Mixed media. 20 × 140 × 180 cm (8 × 55 ×
71 in.). Photograph by Craig Mcnab. Courtesy of the artist.

international news; on the other exotic landscapes
and cultures tinged with a frisson of danger and the
strange. As Bell reflects of her own experience:
I have and have not been to Africa.
Africa: not a single imagined country but
many nations. As a tourist I have been to places in
Africa, within a bubble of my own, unrecognized
fantasies and cultural constructions. I have travelled
through landscapes, savannahs, across lakes, rivers
and the Indian ocean, entered cities, temples,
markets and slums … always contained within a
vehicle, a vessel, a room, a space, by my guide, by
my language, by my skin … kept in close proximity
to ‘Africa’ but always at a distance.

Each of the artists discussed in this
chapter approaches the notion of an imagined
Africa differently – from Dan Halter’s allusion
to gaming that confronts immediate and ongoing
immigration concerns to Vincent Vulsma’s
reflection on an exhibition archive from eighty
years ago. In many cases, scrutiny of fact reveals
it to be based on fiction. But rather than reject
fiction, the artists in this chapter confront
the fictions of the past by telling new stories,
creating new fictions that teach us to question
and challenge the established narratives of our
material world.

I have not been to Africa. (2012: 12–13)
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Victoria Bell, I Dreamed of
Africa, 2011. Exhibition
view Temple Gallery,
Dunedin, New Zealand.
Mixed media. Each chair
90 × 52 × 66 cm (35 × 20
× 26 in.). Photograph by
Gary Blackman. Courtesy of
the artist.

Victoria Bell, Out
of Africa, 2011.
Exhibition view Temple
Gallery, Dunedin, New
Zealand. Mixed media.
105 × 180 × 110 cm
(41 × 71 × 43 in.).
Photograph by Gary
Blackman. Courtesy of
the artist.
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NOTES

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Yinka Shonibare was awarded the
decoration of Member of the ‘Most
Excellent Order of the British Empire’ or
MBE in 2004 by the Queen of England.
The honour now accompanies his
professional name. The irony here for
an artist whose career is built on
postcolonial critique to adopt the
nomenclature of Britain’s colonial past
is of course palpable.
See Hemmings, J. (2013), ‘Postcolonial
Textiles: Negotiating Dialogue’, in J.
Gohrisch and E. Grünkemeier (eds),
Cross/Cultures: Postcolonial Studies Across
the Disciplines, Rodopi: Amsterdam, New
York, 23–50; and Hemmings, J. (2010),
‘Material Meaning’, Wasafiri 25. 3
September 2010: 38–46.
See Hemmings, J. (2005), ‘Susan
Stockwell: Revisiting the Colonial’,
Surface Design Journal, Spring: 42–43;
and Hemmings, J. (2004), ‘Postcolonial
Discourse in Garment Form’, FiberArts
Magazine, March/April: 39–42.
Vulsma explains, ‘The exhibition title
A Sign of Autumn refers to the writings
of French historian Fernand Braudel.
As political economist Giovanni Arrighi
explains, Braudel used the phrase “a sign
of autumn” to describe “the time when
the leader of the preceding expansion
of world trade reaps the fruits of its
leadership by virtue of its commanding
position over world-scale processes of
capital accumulation. But it is also the
time when that commanding position is
irremediably undermined”’ (Arrighi, G.
(1999), ‘The Global Market’, Journal of
World-Systems Research, vol. 2, Summer:
225) (Vulsma 2014).
See Plant, S. (1997), Zeroes and Ones:
Digital Women and the New Technoculture,
London: Doubleday.
See Hemmings, J. ‘Trading Style:
Weltmodeim Dialog at the Weltkulturen
Museum, Frankfurt (8 November 2012
to 31 August 2013)’, reviewed in Selvedge
Magazine May/June 2013: 86.
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